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Abstract
This paper considers a number of NP-complete problems, and provides faster algorithms for
solving them. The solutions are based on a recursive partitioning of the problem domain, and
careful elimination of some of the branches along the search without actually checking them.
The time complexity of the proposed algorithms is of the form O(2n) for constant 0¡¡ 1,
where n is the output size of the problem. In particular, such algorithms are presented for the
Exact SAT and Exact Hitting Set problems (with =0:3212), and for the Exact 3SAT prob-
lem (with =0:2072). Both algorithms improve on previous ones proposed in the literature.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
One of the main avenues in our struggle with NP-complete problems involves at-
tempting to develop faster exhaustive-search algorithms for their solution. In particular,
certain problems can be solved by algorithms whose complexity depends on speci:c
parameters of the problem at hand, which may be considerably smaller than the input
size.
One natural parameter arises in problems  whose solution space consists of all n
bit vectors, where a vector ;x is a legal solution of the problem if it satis:es a certain
n-ry predicate Pred(;x). Clearly, every problem of this type can be solved optimally
by a naive exhaustive-search algorithm, cycling through all 2n possible solutions and
testing each of them individually. But for certain problems it may be possible to reduce
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the search cost signi:cantly below 2n by applying clever ways of eliminating some of
the cases without actually checking them directly.
One approach for achieving that is the recursion with elimination technique. This
method is based on a recursive partitioning of the solution space, carefully eliminating
some of the branches along the search by using special transformation rules :tted for
the problem at hand. Algorithms based on this approach were developed for a number
of problems, including an O(20:276n) time algorithm for Maximum Independent Set
(MIS) [11, 4, 7] number of variants of Satis7ability (SAT). In particular, a bound of
O(1:334n) (or O(20:415n)) was proved for 3SAT, the variant of SAT in which each
clause contains at most three literals [9] (see the discussion therein for a history of
the problem). For the general SAT problem there is an O(20:773n) time and space
solution [7], but the best known time bound using polynomial space is still O(2n).
The complexity of certain algorithms developed for SAT can be bounded in terms of
two other parameters, namely L, the length of the input formula and K , the number of
clauses it contains. Speci:cally, SAT can be solved in time O(20:3048K) or O(20:105L)
[3, 5, 6].
A diDerent approach to the eEcient solution of NP-complete problems is the 2-table
method introduced in [10]. This method is based on splitting the n output variables
into two sets of n=2 variables each, creating all possible 2n=2 partial solutions on each
set, and then scanning all possible combinations of one partial solution from each set
in a sorted cost order, ensuring that overall, only O(2n=2) cases need to be tested. The
method thus yields an O(2n=2)-time, O(2n=2)-space algorithm. The class of problems
for which this method is applicable is given an axiomatic characterization in [10], and
is shown to include, in particular, the Knapsack, Exact Hitting Set (XHS), Exact
3SAT (X3SAT) and 3-Dimensional Matching (3DM) problems.
A generalization of this method to 4 tables, also presented in [10], succeeds in
reducing the space requirements of the algorithm to O(2n=4), but does not improve the
time requirements. In fact, an open problem posed in [10] (which is still open to date,
to the best of our knowledge), is whether variants of the k-tables approach can yield
o(2n=2)-time algorithms for any of the problems mentioned above (cf. [1]).
While the current paper does not answer those questions, it does demonstrate that if
the answer for the above questions is negative, then the diEculty is not inherent to the
problems under consideration but rather to the k-table method itself. This is established
by providing faster-than-2n=2 algorithms for solving a number of the problems handled
in [10]. The solutions are based on the recursion with elimination approach, and their
time complexity is O(2n) for constant 0¡¡1=2. Their space complexity is polynomial
in n. Hence the complexities of the 4-tables algorithm for these problems can be
improved upon, albeit perhaps not by a variant of the k-tables technique.
In particular, the following results are presented in this paper. We :rst derive an
O(m ·20:2072n) time algorithm for Exact 3SAT (X3SAT), the variant of 3SAT in which
the solution assignment must satisfy that each clause in the formula has exactly one
true literal. We also give an O(m · 20:3212n) time algorithm for Exact SAT (XSAT).
By a straightforward reduction to XSAT, we also get an O(m · 20:3212n) time algorithm
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for XHS. Finally, we show by a reduction to the MIS problem, that the 3DM problem
can be solved in time O(20:304n) using the method of [4].
2. A recursive algorithm for exact 3SAT
2.1. Terminology
Let X = {x1; : : : ; xn} be a set of Boolean variables. A truth assignment for X is a
function  :X → {0; 1}; we say that u is “true” under  if (u)= 1, and “false” other-
wise. With each variable u we associate two literals, u and ;u. The truth assignment 
is expanded to literals by setting ( ;u)= 1 if (u)= 0, and ( ;u)= 0 if (u)= 1.
A clause over X is a set of literals from X . A clause is satis:ed by a truth assign-
ment  iD at least one of its literals is true under . A collection C of clauses over X
is satis:able iD there exists some truth assignment that simultaneously satis:es all the
clauses in C.
The Exact 3 Satis7ability (X3SAT) problem (called one-in-three 3SAT in [2] and
shown to be NP-complete in [8]) is de:ned as follows. A clause C is called a k-clause,
for integer k ¿ 1, if it consists of k literals. Given a set X = {x1; : : : ; xn} of variables
and a collection C= {C1; : : : ; Cm} of 3-clauses over X , decide whether there exists a
truth assignment for X , such that each clause in C has exactly one true literal. Note
that a clause may contain two or more literals with the same variable. For example,
the following are legal 3-clauses: {x1; x1; x1}; {x1; x1; x2}; {x1; ;x1; x2}, etc. However,
note that the :rst of those can never be satis:ed; in the second, the only satisfying
assignment is (x1)= 0 and (x2)= 1; and in the third, every satisfying assignment
must have (x2)= 0.
Let us introduce the following terminology. For a clause C, let X (C) denote its set
of variables. A variable occurring in a single clause is called a singleton. A variable x
appearing in the same aEnity in all clauses in C (i.e., always as x, or always as ;x)
is called a constant variable (it is sometimes called a pure literal as well). For a
literal ‘, let x(‘) denote the corresponding variable, and let V (‘) denote its aEnity,
namely, V (‘)= 1 if ‘= x and V (‘)= 0 if ‘= ;x. The opposite aEnity is denoted by
;V (‘)= 1 − V (‘). It is also convenient to use the notation ;‘, for a literal ‘, to signify
the opposite literal, i.e,
;‘ =
{
;x; ‘ = x;
x; ‘ = ;x:
2.2. Cannonical instances
Our general strategy is based on simplifying the instance at hand via either reducing
the number of clauses or reducing the number of variables occurring in them. This
is done by using two basic operations, namely, :xing the truth assignment of certain
variables, or identifying certain variable pairs with each other. More formally, for a
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variable x and a bit b∈{0; 1}, we denote by FIX(x; b) the restriction of the problem
instance at hand to truth assignments  in which (x)= b. Applying this operation
allows us to eliminate x from the instance entirely, as follows. First, eliminate x from
every clause where it occurs as a literal ‘ with aEnity V (‘)= 1− b. (This makes the
clause smaller, and hence may help us to eliminate the clause as well, as is discussed
shortly.) Next, observe that every clause C where x occurs as a literal with aEnity
V (‘)= b, is satis:ed by x, hence it can be discarded. However, note also that as ‘
is satis:ed, all other literals in C must be falsi:ed, which immediately forces us to
apply FIX to those literals as well. This chain reaction may proceed until no additional
variables can be :xed.
Two speci:c cases of the FIX operation deserve special notation. For a literal ‘, we
write FIXTRUE(‘) to mean FIX(x(‘); V (‘)), and FIXFALSE(‘) to mean FIX(x(‘); ;V (‘)).
Also, for two literals ‘1 and ‘2 (of diDerent variables) we denote by IDENTIFY(‘2; ‘1)
the restriction of the instance to truth assignments  in which (‘2)= (‘1). Applying
this operation allows us to discard oD the variable x(‘2) in our instance, by replacing
any occurrence of ‘2 in a clause with ‘1, and any occurrence of ;‘2 with ;‘1. As a result
of this operation, it might happen that in some clause C (not necessarily the one that
caused us to apply the operation, but some other clause), there are now two copies of
the variable x1. For example, this will happen if we applied IDENTIFY(x1; x2) and had
some other clause C =(x1; x2; x3). So after the identi:cation C becomes (x1; x1; x3). Note
that these are two distinct occurrences of x1, so V (x1) must be set to 0, otherwise this
clause is satis:ed twice. Similarly, if we had a clause C =(x1; ;x2; x3), then after the
identi:cation it becomes (x1; ;x1; x3), and necessarily we must :x V (x3) to 0. Again, such
simpli:cation may lead to a chain reaction, continuing until no further simpli:cations
can be performed.
Note that the FIX and IDENTIFY operations are both linear in the input size.
We would like to identify the class of instances that cannot be simpli:ed automat-
ically. Towards that end, a cannonical instance of X3SAT is de:ned as an instance
enjoying the following properties:
(P1) Any two clauses in the instance share at most one common variable.
(P2) There is at most one singleton in every clause.
(P3) In every clause there are exactly three diDerent variables.
The above de:nition is justi:ed by the following simple observations, which indicate
how non-cannonical instances can be easily transformed into cannonical ones.
Claim 2.1. If the instance contains a 1-clause; C = {‘}; then the clause can be dis-
carded along with the variable x(‘).
Proof. Since the literal must be satis:ed, it is possible to discard the variable x(‘) by
applying FIXTRUE(‘), and discard the clause C as well.
Claim 2.2. If the instance contains a 2-clause; C = {‘1; ‘2}; then the clause can be
discarded along with one of the variables.
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Proof. Since exactly one of the two literals must be satis:ed, any truth assignment
making ‘1 true must falsify ‘2 and vice versa. Consequently, it is possible to discard
the variable x(‘2) entirely, by applying IDENTIFY(‘2; ;‘1).
Claim 2.3. Whenever one variable in a 3-clause C is 7xed; the instance can be sim-
pli7ed by discarding at least one more variable and clause.
Proof. Let C = {‘1; ‘2; ‘3}. Without loss of generality let ‘1 be the :xed variable. If
‘1 is satis:ed (i.e, :xed by applying FIXTRUE(‘1)), any truth assignment is forced to
falsify ‘2 and ‘3 and thus x(‘2) and x(‘3) may be :xed and discarded. If ‘1 is not
satis:ed, then C becomes the 2-clause {‘2; ‘3}. Hence by Claim 2.2, it is possible to
apply IDENTIFY(‘3; ;‘2) and discard x(‘3) and the clause.
Claim 2.4. If the instance contains two clauses with literals based on the same
variables; then the instance can be either decided (by an O(1)-step test) or simpli7ed
by discarding one clause and possibly some of the variables.
Proof. Let the two clauses be C = {‘1; ‘2; ‘3} and C′= {‘′1 ; ‘′2 ; ‘′3}, with x(‘i)= x(‘′i )
for i=1; 2; 3. Not all three aEnities are identical, since the two clauses are diDerent,
hence there are seven cases to consider.
If ‘′j = ‘j for every j=1; 2; 3 then the instance cannot be satis:ed.
Now suppose exactly one variable occurs with the same aEnity in the two clauses,
without loss of generality ‘′3 = ‘3. In this case, the truth assignment may not satisfy
‘3, since this will force all other literals in C and C′ to be falsi:ed, which cannot be
done. Hence any satisfying truth assignment  is forced to set (x(‘3))= ;V (‘3), and we
must apply FIXFALSE(‘3). Hence by Claim 2.3, it is possible to discard the two clauses
and the variable x(‘2).
Finally suppose that exactly one variable occurs with opposite aEnities in the two
clauses, without loss of generality ‘′3= ;‘3. In this case the instance cannot be sat-
is:ed.
Claim 2.5. If the instance contains two clauses with two common variables; then the
instance can be either decided (by an O(1)-step test) or simpli7ed by discarding one
clause and some of the variables.
Proof. Let the two clauses be C = {‘1; ‘2; ‘3} and C′= {‘′1 ; ‘′2; ‘4}, where x(‘i)= x(‘′i )
for i=1; 2 and x(‘3) = x(‘4). The following three cases are possible:
1. ‘′1 = ‘1 and ‘
′
2 = ‘2. In this case any satisfying truth assignment may satisfy at
most one of ‘1 and ‘2. If ‘1 or ‘2 is satis:ed, necessarily ‘3 and ‘4 must both be
falsi:ed. Conversely, if neither ‘1 nor ‘2 is satis:ed, necessarily ‘3 and ‘4 must both
be satis:ed. Hence ‘3 and ‘4 must be given the same truth assignment, and we may
apply IDENTIFY(‘4; ‘3) and discard x(‘4) and the clause C′.
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2. ‘′1 = ‘1 and ‘
′
2 = ‘2. In this case no satisfying truth assignment may satisfy ‘1,
because then one of the clauses will have two satis:ed variables. Thus we may apply
FIXFALSE(‘1). Hence by Claim 2.3, it is possible to discard the variables x(‘3), x(‘4)
and the two clauses.
3. ‘′1 = ‘1 and ‘′2 = ‘2. If both ‘1 and ‘2 are satis:ed then C is not satis:ed, and
if both ‘1 and ‘2 are not satis:ed then C′ is not satis:ed. Hence any satisfying truth
assignment  must satisfy exactly one of the pair {‘1; ‘2}. This means that we must
apply IDENTIFY(‘2; ;‘1). Also, this forces any satisfying truth assignment to falsify both
‘3 and ‘4, hence we may apply FIXFALSE(‘3) and FIXFALSE(‘4). Consequently, we may
discard the two clauses.
Claim 2.6. If the instance contains a clause with two singletons or more; then the
instance can be simpli7ed by discarding that clause and two variables.
Proof. Let the clause be C = {‘1; ‘2; ‘3}. Without loss of generality let x(‘1) and x(‘2)
be singletons. In any satisfying truth assignment, either ‘1 or ‘2 must be falsi:ed.
Since they are singletons, we can arbitrarily apply FIXFALSE(‘1), whence the clause C
becomes the pair {‘2; ‘3}. Hence by Claim 2.2, it is possible to apply IDENTIFY(‘2; ;‘3)
and discard the clause.
Claim 2.7. If every clause in an instance contains a singleton; and all variables are
constant; then the instance is satis7able (and a satisfying truth assignment can be
found in time linear in the input size).
Proof. A satisfying truth assignment  is the following. Let C = {‘1; ‘2; ‘3} be a clause
in the instance. Without loss of generality let ‘1 be a singleton. Then apply FIXTRUE(‘1),
FIXFALSE(‘2) and FIXFALSE(‘3). The resulting assignment is consistent, and it ensures
that each clause in the instance is satis:ed by its singleton variable, and all other
variables are falsi:ed.
Now we shall present a procedure of time complexity O(mn), which given a non-
cannonical instance C of the problem transforms it to an equivalent cannonical
instance C′.
Procedure CANNONIZE X3SAT(C)
While the instance C is not cannonical repeat:
(a) For every 1-clause C containing literal ‘ do:
Apply FIXTRUE(‘) and discard the variable x(‘). Discard any other clause C′ which
contains x(‘) as follows:
If the variable is in the same aEnity in C′ as in C (and thus satis:es the clause
C′), the other variables of C′ must not be satis:ed, so the FIXFALSE operation can
be applied to each of them. If the variable is not in the same aEnity in C′, then
it can be removed from C′, and a 2-clause would be left.
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(b) For every 2-clause C do:
Simplify C by Claim 2.2.
(c) For every clause containing a repeated variable x1 do:
If x1 is repeated 3 times with the same aEnity (i.e., {x1; x1; x1}), a contradiction
occurs, and C is decided. Else discard the repetition as follows:
1. If x1 appears twice with the same aEnity b (i.e., {x1; x1; x2} or {;x1; ;x1; x1}),
then x1 must be set to ;b (in order to avoid the clause from being satis:ed
twice). Furthermore, the third variable must be set to 1 or 0 for satisfying the
clause.
2. If x1 appears twice, and in both aEnities (i.e., {x1; ;x1; x2}):
The variable not repeated must be falsi:ed.
(d) For each clause in C which has more than one singleton do:
Simplify C by Claim 2.6.
(e) For every two clauses with two or more common variables do:
Decide or simplify C by Claims 2.4 and 2.5.
End While
The output of Procedure CANNONIZE X3SAT(C) is of the form (b;C′) where b is:
b =
{
0; a contradiction occured;
1; the cannonization ended successfuly
and C′ is the resulting cannonical instance if b=1.
Lemma 2.8. A non-cannonical instance of X3SAT; C; can be transformed into a
cannonical instance C′ in time O(mn); with C′ containing (strictly) fewer variables
than C. Furthermore; C′ is equivalent to C in the sense that C′ is satis7able i= C
is satis7able.
Proof. When exiting the procedure’s loop, all cannonical properties hold, thus C′ is
cannonical. The original C is not cannonical, thus one of the cannonical properties is
violated. Hence at least one of the steps of the procedure is entered, resulting in the
removal of at least one variable. Therefore, C′ contains strictly fewer variables than C.
Each step of the procedure takes polynomial time and removes at least one row, and
so the procedure terminates in polynomial time.
Finally, we prove that if C′ is the result of CANNONIZE X3SAT(C), then X 3SAT (C)=
True iD X 3SAT (C′)=True. (Recall that X 3SAT is used also to denote the predicate
de:ning the legal solutions of X3SAT.) We prove that by showing that in each step
of the procedure, if the instances before and after the step are C and C′, respectively,
then X 3SAT (C)=True iD X 3SAT (C′)=True.
(a) ⇒ Let X 3SAT (C)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C. A truth
assignment of C′, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)= (x). Since each 3-clause of C′ appears in C as well,
it is satis:ed. Each 2-clause of C′ is satis:ed by  because necessarily the third
literal is falsi:ed in . Hence  is a truth assignment satisfying C′.
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⇐ Let X 3SAT (C′)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C′. A truth
assignment of C, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)=(x). For every 1-clause C ∈C containing literal ‘, ‘
must be satis:ed in any truth assignment satisfying C, thus assign (‘)= 1. For
each literal ‘′ appearing in some clause with ‘, assign (‘′)= 0.  is a truth
assignment of C by Claim 2.1.
(b) ⇒ Let X 3SAT (C)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C. A truth
assignment of C′, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)= (x). Let x(‘2) be a variable discarded from C by applying
IDENTIFY(‘2; ;‘1). Thus each clause in C′ containing ‘1 may have contained ;‘2 in C.
However ‘1 and ;‘2 are assigned the same truth value by Claim 2.2. Hence  is a
truth assignment satisfying C′.
⇐ Let X 3SAT (C′)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C′. A
truth assignment of C, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such
that x appears in C′, let (x)=(x). For every 2-clause C = {‘1; ‘2} in C
such that ‘2 is not in C′, assign (‘2)= ( ;‘1).  is a truth assignment of C by
Claim 2.2.
(c) ⇒ Let X 3SAT (C)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C. A truth
assignment of C′, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)= (x). A clause in C′ which contained a literal falsi:ed
in C and thus removed from it, is satis:ed in C′ by  because  must have satis-
:ed exactly one of the clause’s remaining literals. Hence  is a truth assignment
satisfying C′.
⇐ Let X 3SAT (C′)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C′. A truth
assignment of C, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)= (x). There are two cases of variables appearing in C
which do not appear in C′:
1. For each variable x1 such that x1 appears in C in some clause C twice with
the same aEnity b, assign (x)= ;b for avoiding the clause C from being
satis:ed twice. Finally, satisfy the third literal in C by .
2. For each literal ‘2 which appears in a clause C ∈C with some other variable
x1 appearing twice in the same aEnity, assign (‘2)= 0 since necessarily x1
satis:es C.
Thus  is a truth assignment of C.
(d) ⇒ Let X 3SAT (C)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C. A truth
assignment of C′, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)= (x). Since each 3-clause of C′ appears in C as well,
it is satis:ed. Each 2-clause of C′ is satis:ed by  because necessarily the third
literal is falsi:ed in , since it was a second singleton in the clause. Hence  is
a truth assignment satisfying C′.
⇐ Let X 3SAT (C′)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C′. A truth
assignment of C, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)=(x). For every singleton variable appearing as ‘ which
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was removed from some clause C ∈C, assign (‘)= 0. Since C is satis:ed in C′
by , C is also satis:ed in C by . Thus  is a truth assignment of C.
(e) ⇒ Let X 3SAT (C)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C. A truth
assignment of C′, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)= (x). Each clause C′ ∈C′ was generated from some clause
C ∈C. If C is the same as C′, obviously C′ is satis:ed in C′ by . Otherwise,
if some literal in C′ replaces some other literal in C, then these two literals are
assigned the same truth assignment in  by Claims 2.4 and 2.5. Thus C′ is satis:ed
in C′ by  and  is a truth assignment satisfying C′.
⇐ Let X 3SAT (C′)=True, and let  be a truth assignment satisfying C′. A truth
assignment of C, , is constructed as follows. For each variable x such that x
appears in C′, let (x)=(x). For all other variables, invoke step (e) of Procedure
CANNONIZE X3SAT on  and C, thus by Claims 2.4 and 2.5 no contradiction to 
arises, and  is a truth assignment of C.
2.3. A recursive algorithm
Let C be an instance of the X3SAT problem. The recursive algorithm X3SAT(C)
for :nding a satisfying truth assignment  or a contradiction operates as follows. Let
us :rst describe the basic recursive procedure TEST(C; x; v), where C is an instance, x
is a variable and v∈{0; 1}.
Procedure TEST(C; x; v)
1. Apply FIX(x; v).
2. Transform C into a cannonical C′ by invoking Procedure
(b;C′)←CANNONIZE X3SAT(C).
3. If b=0 (a contradiction occurs) then return 0.
4. Else if C′= ∅ (all variables are discarded) then return 1.
5. Otherwise, recursively invoke b′←X3SAT(C′) and return b′.
Our main algorithm is the following.
Algorithm X3SAT(C)
1. If every clause contains a singleton variable and all variables are constant then
return 1.
2. Else choose a variable xi according to the following steps.
(a) If there is a non-constant variable xi in C, choose it.
(b) Else pick a clause with no singleton in it, and choose one of its variables.
3. Invoke the recursive procedure b′←TEST(C; xi; 1).
4. If b′=1, then return 1 and halt. Otherwise invoke b′←TEST(C; xi; 0) and return b′.
2.4. Analysis
We now analyze the behavior of algorithm X3SAT.
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2.4.1. Overview
Suppose that the algorithm is applied to an instance C containing n variables. First,
note that if the condition of step 1 holds, then the procedure terminates correctly by
Claim 2.7. Hence from now on we restrict our attention to the case where this condition
is not met. In this case, the algorithm picks a variable xi, and tests both possible ways
of :xing its truth value, namely 0 and 1. In both cases, :xing the value of xi yields a
non-cannonical instance, which can be simpli:ed further, by identifying some variables
and :xing the truth values of some others. Once a cannonical instance C′ is obtained, it
is handled recursively by the algorithm. The crucial observation is that in each case, the
resulting instance C′ has fewer variables than the original C. Analyzing the number of
variables discarded in each step is the central component of our analysis, and it yields
the recurrence equations governing the complexity of the algorithm.
Let f(m; n) denote the worst-case time complexity of Algorithm X3SAT on m-
clause, n-variable instances. Note that in the case of 3-clauses, the maximal number of
clauses in an instance is
(2n
3
)
=O(n3), hence the input length is m log n=O(n3 log n).
The number of variables discarded at each step of the recursion is analyzed as
follows. Recall that step 2 chooses some test variable xi. It is chosen by step 2a or
step 2b. We shall next examine these two cases separately.
2.4.2. Test variable chosen in step 2a
Let us :rst provide a straightforward analysis for the case where xi was chosen by
step 2a, namely, it is a non-constant variable. Given the linear dependence of f(m; n)
on m, we shall henceforth ignore m, and analyze only the dependence of the complexity
on n, denoted by the function f(n). Let C1 and C2 be two clauses in which xi appears in
opposing aEnities. Without loss of generality let C1 = {x1; ‘2; ‘3} and C2 = {;x1; ‘4; ‘5}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x1 is :xed to 1. Hence C1 is satis:ed, so we may
apply FIXFALSE(‘2) and FIXFALSE(‘3). Moreover, by Claim 2.2 we apply IDENTIFY(‘5; ;‘4).
Thus x1, x(‘2), x(‘3) and x(‘5) are discarded.
Likewise when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, x1 is :xed to 0. Hence C2 is satis:ed,
so we may apply FIXFALSE(‘4) and FIXFALSE(‘5), and again, by Claim 2.2 we apply
IDENTIFY(‘3; ;‘2). Thus x1, x(‘4), x(‘5) and x(‘3) are discarded.
It follows that the recurrence equations governing the complexity of Algorithm
X3SAT are the following. By the above analysis we get that in case the variable
xi is always chosen by step 2a, then f(m; n) satis:es
f(m; n)6
{
O(1) step 1 applies;
O(mn) + 2f(m; n− 4) otherwise:
This recurrence solves to give f(m; n)=O(2n=4). However, it turns out that it is possible
to re:ne the analysis by breaking the discussion further into subcases, and derive an
improved recurrence equation for this case, as explained next. Moreover, we also need
to derive the recurrence equation for the case where xi was chosen by step 2b. Clearly,
the worse of the two cases will determine the :nal bound on f(m; n).
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Since C is cannonical, there is one singleton at most in C1 and in C2, by prop-
erty (P2). Without loss of generality x(‘2) and x(‘4) are not singletons. Furthermore,
by property (P1) there cannot be two common variables in C1 and C2, and so there
must be at least one more clause which contains x(‘2) and=or x(‘4). Let C3 be an-
other clause containing x(‘2), (C3 =C1), and C4 be another clause containing x(‘4),
(C4 =C2), and let M= {C3; C4}. (Note that possibly C3 =C4.) The number of vari-
ables contained in the clauses C1, C2 and the clauses in M can be classi:ed according
to the following cases.
Case 1: There are six variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}∪M.
There are two possibilities for the new clauses involved.
Subcase 1.1: M consists of exactly one other clause C3 = {‘′2; ‘′4; ‘6} containing both
x(‘′2)= x(‘2) and x(‘
′
4)= x(‘4).
(We use ‘′i to denote a literal on the same variable as ‘i.) Then x(‘6) is not in C1 ∪C2
because C is cannonical and so there are no two common variables in diDerent clauses.
As explained before, when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x1, x(‘2) and x(‘3) are :xed,
and ‘4 and ‘5 are identi:ed. By Claim 2.3 on C3 since x(‘′2) is :xed at least one of the
variables x(‘′4) and x(‘6) is discarded. Similarly, when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, x1,
x(‘4) and x(‘5) are :xed, and ‘2 and ‘3 are identi:ed, and at least one of the variables
x(‘′2) and x(‘6) is discarded.
The result is that :ve variables are discarded in each invocation, hence the corre-
sponding recurrence is
f(n)6 2f(n− 5) (1)
Subcase 1.2: M consists of two clauses C3 and C4 containing x(‘2) and x(‘4),
respectively.
Since only six variables appear in the four clauses, and two clauses may not have
two common variables, x(‘3) and x(‘5) must appear in the two new clauses as well.
Without loss of generality let C3 = {‘′2; ‘′5; ‘6} and C4 = {‘′4; ‘′3; ‘′6} be the two new
clauses.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x1, x(‘′2) and x(‘
′
3) are :xed. Hence by Claim 2.3
on C3 and C4, x(‘6) is discarded or a contradiction may occur. Similarly, when
TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked the same results are achieved.
The result is that :ve variables are discarded in each invocation, so the corresponding
recurrence is again (1).
Case 2: There are seven variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}∪M.
In this case |M|=2. There are three possibilities for the relationships between
{x(‘3); x(‘5)} and the new clauses involved.
Subcase 2.1: x(‘3) and x(‘5) appear in the clauses of M.
Let C3 = {‘′2; ‘′5; ‘6} and C4 = {‘′4; ‘′3; ‘7} be the two new clauses.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x1, x(‘′2) and x(‘
′
3) are :xed and IDENTIFY(‘5; ;‘4)
is applied. Hence by Claim 2.3 on C3 and C4, x(‘6) and x(‘7) are discarded or a
contradiction may occur. Similarly, when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked the same results are
achieved.
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The result is that six variables are discarded in each invocation, hence the corre-
sponding recurrence is
f(n)6 2f(n− 6): (2)
Subcase 2.2: Only x(‘5) appears in the clauses of M.
Since there are just seven variables altogether, one of the new variables must appear
in both new clauses. Without loss of generality let it be x(‘6) and let the new clauses
be C3 = {‘′2; ‘′5; ‘6} and C4 = {‘′4; ‘′6; ‘7}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked x1, x(‘3) and x(‘′2) are :xed and IDENTIFY(‘5; ;‘4) is
applied. Hence by Claim 2.3 on C3 and later on C4, two more variables are discarded.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked x1, x(‘′4) and x(‘
′
5) are :xed, and by Claim 2.3 on C3
and C4 the same results are achieved.
The result is that six variables are discarded in each invocation, hence the corre-
sponding recurrence is (2) again.
Subcase 2.3: Only x(‘3) appears in the clauses of M.
This case is identical to the previous one (except that the clauses of M are C3 = {‘′2;
‘6; ‘7} and C4 = {‘′4; ‘′3; ‘′6}), and hence the corresponding recurrence is (2) once
again.
Case 3: There are eight variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}∪M.
Since three new variables are added, there are three possibilities for the relationships
between {x(‘3); x(‘5)} and the clauses of M.
Subcase 3.1: x(‘5) appears in the new clauses.
Since it already appears in a clause with x(‘4), and C is cannonical, it must ap-
pear in the same clause as x(‘2). Let the clauses of M be C3 = {‘′2; ‘′5; ‘6} and C4 =
{‘′4; ‘7; ‘8}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked x(‘′2) is :xed. Hence by Claim 2.3 on C3 at least
one more variable is discarded. Similarly, when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, x(‘′4) and
x(‘′5) are :xed, and at least two more variables are discarded.
The result is that :ve variables are discarded when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked and
six variables are discarded when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, hence the corresponding
recurrence is
f(n)6 f(n− 5) + f(n− 6): (3)
Subcase 3.2: x(‘3) appears in the clauses of M.
This case is identical to the previous one (except the clauses are C3 = {‘′2; ‘7; ‘8}
and C4 = {‘′4; ‘′3; ‘6}), hence the corresponding recurrence is again (3).
Subcase 3.3: In this case, neither x(‘3) nor x(‘5) appear in the clauses of M.
Since only three variables are added, one must appear in both new clauses. Without
loss of generality let it be x(‘6) and let the two clauses of M be C3 = {‘′2; ‘6; ‘7} and
C4 = {‘′4; ‘′6; ‘8}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked x(‘′2) is :xed. Hence by Claim 2.3 on C3 at least
one more variable is discarded. Similarly, when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked x(‘′4) is :xed,
and at least one more variable is discarded.
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The result is that :ve variables are discarded in each invocation, hence the corre-
sponding recurrence is (1).
Case 4: There are nine variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}∪M.
Since four new variables are added, there is only one possibility for the clauses of
M, two new variables must appear in each of these clauses. Let C3 = {‘′2; ‘6; ‘7} and
C4 = {‘′4; ‘8; ‘9} be the two new clauses.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked x(‘′2) is :xed. Hence by Claim 2.3 on C3 at least
one more variable is discarded. Similarly, when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked x(‘′4) is :xed,
and at least one more variable is discarded.
The result is that :ve variables are discarded in each invocation, hence the corre-
sponding recurrence is (1).
2.4.3. Test variable chosen in step 2b
Now let us analyze the case where xi was chosen by step 2b of the algorithm X3SAT.
In this case, each variable appears in all of its clauses with the same aEnity. Without
loss of generality let us assume all variables appear in the positive form. Furthermore,
xi was chosen from a clause which contained no singleton. Let C1 = {x1; x2; x3} be the
clause and x1 be the variable chosen, and let C2, C3 and C4 be other clauses containing
x1, x2 and x3, respectively. The number of variables contained in the clauses C1, C2,
C3 and C4 can again be classi:ed into the following cases.
Case 1: There are six variables altogether in the clauses.
Since C is cannonical, two clauses may not have two or more common vari-
ables, by property (P1). Hence there is just one possible formation of the clauses,
C2 = {x1; x4; x5}, C3 = {x2; x4; x6} and C4 = {x3; x5; x6}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x2, x3, x4 and x5 are falsi:ed by clauses C1 and C2.
Thus x6 must be satis:ed by C3 and C4, and all six variables are :xed.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, IDENTIFY(x3; ;x2) is imposed by C1, and IDENTIFY
(x5; ;x4) by C2. C3 and C4 then become C3 = {x2; x4; x6} and C4 = {;x2; ;x4; x6}. This
forces x6 to be falsi:ed and imposes IDENTIFY(x4; ;x2). Therefore :ve variables are dis-
carded. The resulting recurrence is (3).
Case 2: There are seven variables altogether in the clauses.
Since four variables are added in C2, C3 and C4, two variables appear in two clauses
each. There are two possibilities for the clauses.
Subcase 2.1: C2 and C4 have a common variable, and C3 and C4 have a common
variable.
Let C2 = {x1; x4; x5}, C3 = {x2; x6; x7} and C4 = {x3; x4; x6}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x2, x3, x4 and x5 are falsi:ed by clauses C1 and C2.
x6 must by satis:ed by C4 and x7 must be falsi:ed by C3. Thus, all seven variables
are :xed.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, IDENTIFY(x3; ;x2) is imposed by C1. C3 and C4 then
become C3 = {x2; x6; x7} and C4 = {;x2; x4; x6}. This forces x6 to be falsi:ed and x7 and
x4 to be identi:ed on the basis of x2. IDENTIFY(x5; ;x4) is imposed by C2. Thus six
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variables are discarded. Note that if C4 contained x5 instead of x4 and=or x7 instead of
x6, the results were the same. The resulting recurrence is
f(n)6 f(n− 6) + f(n− 7): (4)
Subcase 2.2: C2 and C3 have a common variable, and C3 and C4 have a common
variable.
This subcase is identical to the previous one (except the clauses are C2 = {x1; x4; x5},
C3 = {x2; x4; x6} and C4 = {x3; x6; x7}), hence the corresponding recurrence is again (4).
Subcase 2.3: C2 and C3 have a common variable, and C2 and C4 have a common
variable.
Let C2 = {x1; x4; x5}, C3 = {x2; x4; x6} and C4 = {x3; x5; x7}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x2, x3, x4 and x5 are falsi:ed by clauses C1 and C2.
Thus x6 and x7 must be satis:ed by clauses C3 and C4 and all seven variables are
:xed.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, x3 is identi:ed with ;x2 by C1 and x5 is identi:ed
with ;x4 by C2. C3 and C4 then become C3 = {x2; x4; x6} and C4 = {;x2; ;x4; x7}. This
forces x6 and x7 to be falsi:ed and imposes IDENTIFY(x4; ;x2). Note that if C2 contained
x6 instead of x4 and=or x7 instead of x5, the results were the same. The corresponding
recurrence is (4).
Case 3: There are eight variables altogether in the clauses.
Since C is cannonical, two clauses may not have two or more common variables.
Hence there are two possibilities for the clauses as follows.
Subcase 3.1: C3 and C4 have a common variable.
Let C2 = {x1; x4; x5}, C3 = {x2; x6; x7} and C4 = {x3; x6; x8}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x2, x3, x4 and x5 are falsi:ed by clauses C1 and C2
and x7 and x8 are identi:ed with x6 by clauses C3 and C4. Thus seven variables are
discarded.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, IDENTIFY(x5; ;x4) is imposed by C2 and IDENTIFY(x3; ;x2)
is imposed by C1. Thus C3 and C4 become C3 = {x2; x6; x7} and C4 = {;x2; x6; x8}. This
forces x6 to be falsi:ed, and x7 and x8 to be identi:ed on the basis of x2. Thus :ve
variables are discarded. The corresponding recurrence is (4).
Subcase 3.2: C2 and C4 have a common variable (or similarly, C2 and C3 have a
common variable).
Let C2 = {x1; x4; x5}, C3 = {x2; x6; x7} and C4 = {x3; x4; x8}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x2, x3, x4 and x5 are falsi:ed by clauses C1 and C2.
Thus x7 is identi:ed with ;x6 by C3 and x8 must be satis:ed by C4. Hence seven
variables are discarded.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, x5 is identi:ed with ;x4 by C2 and x3 is identi:ed
with ;x2 by C1. Thus C3 and C4 become C3 = {x2; x6; x7} and C4 = {;x2; x4; x8}. Now
only three variables are discarded, but the next invocation of X3SAT(C) will be able
to choose a variable by step 2 because x2 appears in both aEnities. Subsequently, that
invocation will be able to discard at least :ve more variables.
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The result is that when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, seven variables are discarded in two
consecutive invocations of X3SAT. Three variables are discarded when TEST(C; x1; 0)
is invoked, but on the next invocation of the recursive procedure at least :ve more
variables are discarded. Hence, the corresponding recurrence (based on two invocations
of the algorithm) is
f(n)6 f(n− 7) + 2f(n− 8): (5)
Case 4: There are nine variables altogether in the clauses.
In this case each of the clauses C2, C3 and C4 has diDerent variables. Let C2 =
{x1; x4; x5}, C3 = {x2; x6; x7} and C4 = {x3; x8; x9}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x2, x3, x4 and x5 are falsi:ed by clauses C1 and C2.
IDENTIFY(x7; ;x6) is imposed by C3 and IDENTIFY(x9; ;x8) is imposed by C4. Thus seven
variables are discarded.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, IDENTIFY(x5; ;x4) is imposed by C2 and IDENTIFY(x3; ;x2)
is imposed by C1. Thus in the next invocation of the recursive algorithm, x2 will appear
both as x2 (in C3) and as ;x2 (in C4). Hence step 2a will be used and at least :ve
more variables will be discarded. The resulting recurrence is again (5).
2.4.4. Combined time bound
It follows that the time complexity of Algorithm X3SAT is bounded by a function
f(n) which obeys inequalities (1)–(5). These inequalities all solve to give f(n)= 2n
for some constant 0¡¡1, whose value is determined by the speci:c inequalities. In
particular, the constraints imposed by the speci:c inequalities at hand can be calculated
to be the following:
(1) f(n)62f(n− 5)⇒ ¿0:2001;
(2) f(n)62f(n− 6)⇒ ¿0:1667;
(3) f(n)6f(n− 6) + f(n− 5)⇒ ¿0:18235;
(4) f(n)6f(n− 6) + f(n− 7)⇒ ¿0:15416;
(5) f(n)6f(n− 7) + 2f(n− 8)⇒ ¿0:2072:
Hence, the tightest bound we can give on the worst-case time complexity of our
algorithm is O(m · 20:2072n).
Theorem 2.9. The recursive algorithm X3SAT(C) solves the X3SAT problem in time
complexity O(m · 20:2072n); where n and m are the number of variables and clauses of
C; respectively.
3. A recursive algorithm for Exact SAT
3.1. Terminology
The terminology of XSAT is similar to that of X3SAT as explained in Section 2.1.
The only diDerence is in the de:nition of the collection C, which in X3SAT is restricted
to have 3-clauses; in XSAT this restriction no longer holds.
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3.2. Cannonical instances
Our general strategy is the same as that of X3SAT as presented in Section 2.2.
We shall again use the FIX, FIXTRUE, FIXFALSE and IDENTIFY operations. We shall also
use ‘′i to denote a literal on the same variable as ‘i (i.e, x(‘
′
i )= x(‘i)). Furthermore,
Claims 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 and 2.7 still hold. A cannonical instance of XSAT is de:ned as
an instance enjoying the following properties:
(Q1) Any two 3-clauses share at most one common variable.
(Q2) No clause contains fewer than three variables.
(Q3) No clause contains the same variable more than once.
(Q4) There is at most one singleton in every clause.
(Q5) There are no two constant variables such that each clause either contains both
or contains neither.
(Q6) There are no two clauses with the same number of variables r in which r − 1
variables appear in both clauses and with the same aEnity.
(Q7) There are no two clauses such that all variables of one appear in the other.
This de:nition is again motivated by a sequence of claims, including Claims 2.1,
2.2, 2.3, 2.7 of the previous section, and the simple observations presented next.
Claim 3.1. If the instance contains two constant variables such that each clause either
contains both variables or contains neither; then the instance can be simpli7ed by
discarding one of the variables.
Proof. Let the two variables be x1 and x2. Since they are constant variables, we may
refer to their appearances as ‘1 and ‘2 where x1 = x(‘1) and x2 = x(‘2). In any satisfying
truth assignment, either ‘1 or ‘2 (or both) must be falsi:ed, otherwise the clauses
containing them will be satis:ed twice. Hence we can arbitrarily apply FIXFALSE(‘1)
and thus discard x1.
Claim 3.2. If the instance contains two clauses with the same number of variables
r¿3; in which r− 1 variables appear in both clauses and with the same a?nity; then
the instance can be simpli7ed by discarding a variable and one of the clauses.
Proof. Let the two clauses be C1 = {‘1; : : : ; ‘r−1; ‘r} and C2 = {‘1; : : : ; ‘r−1; ‘t} where
x(‘r) = x(‘t), r¿3 and |C1|= |C2|. Any satisfying truth assignment must either sat-
isfy exactly one of the literals ‘1; : : : ; ‘r−1 and falsify ‘r and ‘t or falsify all the
literals ‘1; : : : ; ‘r−1 and satisfy both ‘r and ‘t . Hence ‘r and ‘t must have the same
truth assignment, and it is possible to apply IDENTIFY (‘r; ‘t) and discard one of the
clauses.
Claim 3.3. If the instance contains a clause with two singletons or more; then the
instance can be simpli7ed by discarding at least one variable.
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Proof. Let the clause be C = {‘1; : : : ; ‘r}. Without loss of generality let Y = {x(‘1); : : : ;
x(‘k)}, where 26k6r, be singletons. In any satisfying truth assignment, one of the
variables of Y at most may be satis:ed. Since they are all singletons, we can arbitrarily
apply FIXFALSE(‘i) for 26i6k, whence the clause C becomes {‘1; ‘k+1; : : : ; ‘r}.
Lemma 3.4 (Subsets lemma). if the instance contains two clauses C1 and C2 such
that all variables of C1 appear in C2 (i.e; X (C1)⊆X (C2)); then the instance can be
either decided (by an O(1)-step test) or simpli7ed by discarding one clause and some
of the variables.
Proof. Let the two clauses be C1 = {‘1; ‘2; : : : ; ‘m} and C2 = {‘′1 ; ‘′2 ; : : : ; ‘′k } where m6k.
The aEnity of the common variables can be classi:ed according to the following cases:
• There are three or more variables with opposite aEnities in C1 and C2. Then in
every truth assignment some of these variables satisfy C1 and the rest satisfy C2.
Since there are at least three such variables overall, at least one of the clauses is
satis:ed by more than one variable. Consequently, a contradiction occurs.
• There are exactly two variables with opposite aEnities in C1 and C2. Without loss
of generality let x(‘1) and x(‘2) be the variables. IDENTIFY(‘2; ;‘1) may be applied,
because otherwise one of the clauses is satis:ed twice. Furthermore, all other vari-
ables in C1 and C2 must be falsi:ed. Hence x(‘2); : : : ; x(‘k) and the two clauses are
discarded.
• There is exactly one variable with opposite aEnities in C1 and C2. Without loss of
generality let this variable be x(‘1). If k =m, then x(‘1) satis:es one of the clauses,
let it be C1. Thus any other variable satisfying C2 causes C1 to be satis:ed twice.
Hence a contradiction occurs. If k¿m, then any satisfying truth assignment must
FIXTRUE(‘1) otherwise C2 is satis:ed twice. Hence it is possible to falsify ‘2; : : : ; ‘m
and C2 must be satis:ed by one of the remaining variables ‘′m+1; : : : ; ‘
′
k .
• ‘i = ‘′i for each 16i6m. In this case, the variable satisfying C1 will necessarily
satisfy C2 as well. Thus ‘′m+1; : : : ; ‘
′
k must be falsi:ed, and C2 may be discarded.
Now we shall present a procedure of time complexity O(mn), which given a non-
cannonical instance C transforms it to an equivalent cannonical instance C′.
Procedure CANNONIZE XSAT(C)
While the instance C is not cannonical repeat:
(a) For every 1-clause C containing literal ‘ do:
Apply FIXTRUE(‘) and discard the variable x(‘). Discard or simplify any other
clause C′ which contains x(‘) as follows:
If the variable is in the same aEnity in C′ as in C (and thus satis:es the clause
C′), the other variables of C′ must not be satis:ed, so the FIXFALSE operation
can be applied to each of them. If the variable is not in the same aEnity in C′,
then it can be removed from C′.
(b) For every 2-clause C do:
Simplify C by Claim 2.2.
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(c) For every clause containing a repeated variable x1 do:
If x1 is repeated at least twice in each aEnity (i.e, {x1; x1; ;x1; ;x1; : : :}), a contra-
diction occurs, and C is decided. Else discard the repetition as follows:
1. If x1 appears at least twice in one aEnity b and does not appear at all in the
other aEnity, ;b, then there are two cases to consider. If there are no other
variables in the clause, a contradiction occurs. Else set x1 to ;b and remove
it from the clause.
2. If x1 appears at least twice in one aEnity b and exactly once in the other
aEnity, ;b, then again set x1 to ;b. Furthermore, apply FIXFALSE to all other
literals in the clause and discard the clause.
3. If x1 appears exactly once in each aEnity (i.e, {x1; ;x1; x2}), apply FIXFALSE
to all other literals in the clause and discard the clause.
(d) For every two clauses which contain three variables each and share two or more
common variables do:
Decide or simplify C by Claims 2.4 and 2.5.
(e) For each clause in C which has more than one singleton in it do:
Simplify C by Claim 3.3.
(f) For every two constant variables such that each clause in C either contains both
variables or contains neither do:
Simplify C by Claim 3.1.
(g) For every two clauses with the same number of variables r in which r − 1
variables appear in both clauses with the same aEnity do:
Simplify C by Claim 3.2.
(h) For every two clauses where all variables of one appear in the other do:
Decide or simplify C by Lemma 3.4.
End While
The output of CANNONIZE XSAT (C) is of the form (b;C′) with the same values as
de:ned in X3SAT. Each iteration of the algorithm takes O(m) time and discards at
least one variable, and so the algorithm terminates in time O(mn), hence the following
analog of Lemma 2.8 still applies.
Lemma 3.5. A non-cannonical instance of XSAT; C; can be transformed into a can-
nonical instance C′ in time O(mn); with C′ containing (strictly) fewer variables
than C. Furthermore; C′ is equivalent to C in the sense that C′ is satis7able i=
C is satis7able.
3.3. A recursive algorithm
Let C be an instance. The recursive algorithm XSAT(C) for :nding a satisfying
truth assignment  or a contradiction is identical to that of Section 2.3, except that it
uses the more general cannonization procedure CANNONIZE XSAT instead of procedure
CANNONIZE X3SAT of Section 2.3 and step 2b for choosing a variable is changed
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to picking the smallest clause with no singleton in it, instead of just any clause of
Section 2.3.
3.4. Analysis
We now analyze the behavior of our algorithm for the general XSAT problem. The
analysis method is very similar to that of Algorithm X3SAT, except more cases must
be checked. The number of variables discarded at each step of the recursion is analyzed
as follows. In case the condition of step 1 holds, the procedure terminates immediately
by Claim 2.7. Otherwise, step 2 chooses some test variable xi. It is chosen by step 2a
or step 2b, and the analysis proceeds separately for these two cases.
3.4.1. Test variable chosen in step 2a
Let us :rst analyze the case where xi was chosen by step 2a. Without loss of
generality, let x1 be the chosen variable, let C1 = {x1; : : :} and C2 = { ;x1; : : :}. |C1| and
|C2| can be classi:ed according to the following cases.
Case 1: |C1|= |C2|=3.
This case corresponds to that of Section 2.4.2, and following the basic analysis
therein, the resulting recurrence is
f(n)6 2f(n− 4): (6)
Case 2: |C1|=3 and |C2|¿3.
Since C is cannonical, property (Q7) applies, and thus C2 must contain at least two
variables which do not appear in C1.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x1 is :xed to 1. Hence C1 is satis:ed, so we may
apply FIXFALSE to the remaining two literals of C1.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, x1 is :xed to 0. Hence C2 is satis:ed, so we may
apply FIXFALSE to the remaining (3 or more) literals of C2. If one of the two remaining
variables of C1 appears in C2 then the other variable’s assignment is :xed as well.
Otherwise, by Claim 2.2 we may apply IDENTIFY on the two remaining literals of C1.
Thus at least :ve variables are discarded along with C1 and C2. The resulting recurrence
is therefore
f(n)6 f(n− 3) + f(n− 5): (7)
Case 3: |C1|¿3 and |C2|=3.
Similar to Case 2, and the resulting recurrence is (7) once again.
Case 4: |C1|; |C2|¿3.
In this case, when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, at least four literals of C1 are discarded.
Similarly, when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, the same applies for C2. Hence, the resulting
recurrence is (6).
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3.4.2. Test variable chosen in step 2b
Now let us analyze the case where xi was chosen by step 2b of the algorithm XSAT.
In this case, each variable appears in all clauses with the same aEnity. Without loss of
generality let us assume all variables appear in the positive form. Furthermore, xi was
chosen from the smallest clause which contained no singleton. Let C1 be the clause
and x1 be the variable chosen. Note that x1 is not a singleton, and let C2 be some
other clause containing it. The number of variables contained in the clause C1 can be
classi:ed according to the following cases.
Case 1: |C1|=3.
Since C is cannonical, properties (Q1) and (Q7) apply. Thus there are at least two
variables in C2 which are not contained in C1. Let C1 = {x1; x2; x3}. When TEST(C; x1; 1)
is invoked, C1 is satis:ed by x1 and thus FIXFALSE(x2) and FIXFALSE(x3) may be applied.
C2 is also satis:ed by x1, so all its remaining variables may also be falsi:ed. Hence at
least :ve variables are discarded. When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, x1 is :xed to 0. Thus
we apply IDENTIFY(x3; ;x2) by Claim 2.2. Hence two variables are discarded. However,
it turns out that it is possible to re:ne the analysis by breaking the discussion further
into subcases according to the number of variables contained in C2, and considering
two consecutive invocations of Procedure XSAT. Suppose C2 = {x1; x4; x5; : : :}.
Subcase 1.1: |C2|=3.
In this subcase we may apply IDENTIFY(x5; ;x4) by Claim 2.2. Furthermore, x2 and
x3 are not singletons, thus the next invocation of XSAT(C) will be able to choose
a variable by step 2a. In the worst case of using step 2a, the resulting recurrence
is (7). Hence, the resulting recurrence is
f(n)6 f(n− 5) + f(n− 6) + f(n− 8): (8)
Subcase 1.2: |C2|¿3.
In this subcase, just two variables are discarded, but as in the previous subcase, the
next invocation of XSAT(C) will be able to choose a variable by step 2a. Hence the
corresponding recurrence is
f(n)6 2f(n− 5) + f(n− 7): (9)
Case 2: |C1|=4.
The number of variables contained in C2 can again be classi:ed into the following
cases.
Subcase 2.1: |C2|=3.
Let C1 = {x1; x2; x3; x4}. There are two possibilities for the number of variables com-
mon to C1 and C2.
Subcase 2.1.1: Only x1 is contained in both C1 and C2.
Let C2 = {x1; x5; x6}. When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, all six variables are :xed. When
TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, by Claim 2.2 we apply IDENTIFY(x6; ;x5). Hence, the resulting
recurrence is
f(n)6 f(n− 6) + f(n− 2): (10)
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Subcase 2.1.2: C1 and C2 have two common variables.
Without loss of generality let C2 = {x1; x2; x5}. Since C is cannonical, property 3:2
applies. Hence there is at least one more clause in which x1 appears without x2. Let
such a clause be C3. C3 does not contain x5 because x5 is a singleton (otherwise C2
was the clause chosen by XSAT). Furthermore, since C is cannonical, the variables
of C3 are not contained in the ones of C1 by property (Q7). Hence at least one new
variable x6 exists in C3.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, all three clauses are satis:ed by x1, and thus x2; x3;
x4; x5 and x6 are falsi:ed.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, we apply IDENTIFY(x5; ;x2) by Claim 2.2. Hence the
corresponding recurrence is again (10).
Subcase 2.2: |C2|=4.
Since C is cannonical, property (Q6) applies. Thus there may be two common
variables to C1 and C2 at most. Hence there are two possibilities for the number of
common variables as follows.
Subcase 2.2.1: C1 and C2 have just one common variable, namely x1.
In this case, when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, the two clauses are satis:ed by x1, and
thus all seven variables are :xed.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, the only variable discarded is x1 which is falsi:ed,
but on the next invocation of the recursive procedure, C1 will be a clause of three
variables with no singleton in it. Thus the next choice made by the procedure will
utilize step 2b, and conform to Case 1 of the analysis in Section 3.4.2 in which the
worst resulting recurrence is (9). Hence the corresponding recurrence (based on both
invocations) is
f(n)6 f(n− 7) + 2f(n− 6) + f(n− 8): (11)
Subcase 2.2.2: C1 and C2 have two common variables.
In this case, when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, the two clauses are satis:ed by x1, and
thus all six variables are :xed.
When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, the only variable discarded is x1 which is falsi:ed,
but on the next invocation of the recursive procedure, C1 will be a clause of three
variables with no singleton in it. Furthermore, C2 will be a clause of three variables
with one of the common to C1. Thus the choice made next by XSAT will conform to
the analysis of step 2b, Case 1.1, in which the resulting recurrence is (8). Hence the
corresponding combined recurrence is
f(n)6 2f(n− 6) + f(n− 7) + f(n− 9): (12)
Subcase 2.3: |C2|¿ 5.
Since C is cannonical, X (C1) may not be a subset of X (C2). Thus at least six
variables are contained in the two clauses. The number of variables contained in the
clauses C1 and C2 can be classi:ed into the following cases.
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Subcase 2.3.1: There are six variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}.
In this case, when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, C1 and C2 are satis:ed by x1. Hence all
six variables are discarded. When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, the only variable discarded
is x1 which is falsi:ed, but on the next invocation of the recursive procedure, C1 will
be a clause of three variables with no singleton in it. Thus XSAT will be able to
choose a variable by step 2b, Case 1 in which the worst resulting recurrence is (9).
Hence the corresponding recurrence is
f(n)6 3f(n− 6) + f(n− 8): (13)
Subcase 2.3.2: There are seven variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}.
This case is very similar to the previous one. When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, all
seven variables are discarded and when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, the only variable
discarded is x1 but on the next invocation step 2b, Case 1 will be used to choose
a variable. Hence the corresponding recurrence is (11).
Subcase 2.3.3: There are at least eight variables in the clauses {C1; C2}.
Again, all eight variables are discarded when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked. When TEST(C;
x1; 0) is invoked, only x1 is discarded, but again on the next invocation step 2b, Case
1 will be used to choose a variable. Hence the corresponding recurrence is
f(n)6 f(n− 8) + 2f(n− 6) + f(n− 8): (14)
Case 3: |C1|=5.
The number of variables contained in {C1; C2} can be classi:ed into the following
cases.
Subcase 3.1: There are six variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}.
In this case, when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, C1 and C2 are satis:ed by x1. Hence all
six variables are discarded. C is cannonical, thus properties (Q3), (Q6) and (Q7) apply.
Hence |C2| is either 3 or 4. Let us now analyze the number of variables discarded when
TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, by looking at the two following subcases separately.
Subcase 3.1.1: |C2|=3.
In this case, when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, x1 is :xed and by Claim 2.2 we apply
IDENTIFY on the two remaining variables of C2. Hence the resulting recurrence is (10).
Subcase 3.1.2: |C2|=4.
In this case, only x1 is discarded when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, but on the next
invocation of the recursive procedure, C1 will be a clause of four variables with no
singleton in it. Furthermore C2 will be a clause of three variables and C1 and C2 will
have a common variable. Thus XSAT will be able to choose a variable by step 2b,
and Case 2.1 will apply. Hence the corresponding recurrence is
f(n)6 f(n− 6) + f(n− 7) + f(n− 3): (15)
Subcase 3.2: There are seven variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}.
In this case, when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, C1 and C2 are satis:ed by x1. Hence
all seven variables are discarded. When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, x1 is discarded.
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C is cannonical, thus property (Q7) applies. Hence 3 6 |C2| 6 6. Let us now re:ne
the analysis of the number of variables discarded when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, by
looking at the four cases separately.
Subcase 3.2.1: |C2|=3.
In this case by Claim 2.2 we apply IDENTIFY on the two remaining variables of
C2 which causes the discarding of another variable besides x1. Hence the resulting
recurrence is
f(n)6 f(n− 7) + f(n− 2): (16)
Subcase 3.2.2: |C2|=4.
In this case, only x1 is discarded when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, but on the next
invocation of the recursive procedure, C1 will be a clause of four variables with no
singleton in it. Furthermore C2 will be a clause of three variables and C1 and C2 will
have a common variable. Thus XSAT will be able to choose a variable by step 2b,
and Case 2.1 will apply. Hence the corresponding recurrence is
f(n)6 2f(n− 7) + f(n− 3): (17)
Subcase 3.2.3: |C2|=5.
As in the previous case, only x1 is discarded now, but on the next invocation C1
and C2 will both be clauses of four variables each, with two in common. Thus, XSAT
will be able to choose a variable by step 2b, and Case 2.2.2 will apply. Hence the
corresponding recurrence is
f(n)6 3f(n− 7) + f(n− 8) + f(n− 10): (18)
Subcase 3.2.4: |C2| = 6.
Again only x1 is discarded now, but on the next invocation C1 will be a clause of
four variables with no singleton in it, C2 a clause of :ve variables and three variables
will be common to both clauses. Thus XSAT will be able to choose a variable by
step 2b, and Case 2.3.1 will apply. Hence the corresponding recurrence is
f(n)6 4f(n− 7) + f(n− 9): (19)
Subcase 3.3: There are at least eight variables in the clauses {C1; C2}.
In this case, when TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, C1 and C2 are satis:ed by x1. Thus
all variables in X (C1 ∪C2) are discarded. When TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, just x1 is
discarded. Hence the worse possible resulting recurrence is
f(n)6 f(n− 8) + f(n− 1): (20)
Case 4: |C1|=6.
The number of variables contained in {C1; C2} can again be classi:ed into the
following cases.
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Subcase 4.1: There are seven variables altogether in the clauses {C1; C2}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, all seven variables are discarded. C is cannonical, thus
properties (Q6) and (Q7) apply. Hence 36 |C2|6 5. Let us now analyze the number
of variables discarded when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, by looking at the four cases
separately.
Subcase 4.1.1: |C2|=3.
In this case by Claim 2.2 we apply IDENTIFY on the two remaining variables of
C2 which causes the discarding of another variable besides x1. Hence the resulting
recurrence is (16).
Subcase 4.1.2: |C2|=4.
In this case, only x1 is discarded when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked, but on the next
invocation of the recursive procedure, C1 will be a clause of :ve variables with no
singleton in it. Furthermore, C2 will be a clause of three variables and C1 and C2 will
have a common variable. Thus XSAT will be able to choose a variable by step 2b,
and Case 3.1.1 will apply. Hence the corresponding recurrence is (17).
Subcase 4.1.3: |C2|=5.
Again only x1 is discarded now, but on the next invocation of the recursive procedure,
C1 will be a clause of :ve variables with no singleton in it. C2 will be a clause of four
variables, and |X (C1 ∪C2)| will be six. Thus XSAT will be able to choose a variable
by step 2b and Case 3.1.2 will apply. Hence the resulting recurrence is
f(n)6 2f(n− 7) + f(n− 8) + f(n− 4): (21)
Subcase 4.2: There are at least eight variables in the clauses {C1; C2}.
When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, all variables are discarded and when TEST(C; x1; 0) is
invoked only x1 is discarded. Hence the worst resulting recurrence is (20).
Case 5: |C1|¿ 7.
C is cannonical, thus property (Q7) applies. Hence there must be at least eight
variables in C1 and C2. When TEST(C; x1; 1) is invoked, all variables are discarded
and when TEST(C; x1; 0) is invoked only x1 is discarded. Hence the worst resulting
recurrence is again (20).
3.4.3. Combined time bound
It follows that the time complexity of Algorithm XSAT is bounded by a function
f(n) which obeys inequalities (6)–(21). As in the previous section, these inequalities
all solve to give f(n)= 2n for some constant 0¡¡1, whose value is determined by
the speci:c inequalities. In particular, the constraints imposed by the speci:c inequal-
ities at hand can be calculated to be the following:
(6) f(n)6 2f(n− 4)⇒ ¿0:25;
(7) f(n)6 f(n− 3) + f(n− 5)⇒ ¿0:2557;
(8) f(n)6 f(n− 5) + f(n− 6) + f(n− 8)⇒ ¿0:2557;
(9) f(n)6 2f(n− 5) + f(n− 7)⇒ ¿0:2839;
(10) f(n)6 f(n− 6) + f(n− 2)⇒ ¿0:2758;
(11) f(n)6 f(n− 7) + 2f(n− 6) + f(n− 8)⇒ ¿0:2994;
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(12) f(n)6 2f(n− 6) + f(n− 7) + f(n− 9)⇒ ¿0:2916;
(13) f(n)6 3f(n− 6) + f(n− 8)⇒ ¿0:313;
(14) f(n)6 2f(n− 6) + 2f(n− 8)⇒ ¿0:2899;
(15) f(n)6 f(n− 6) + f(n− 7) + f(n− 3)⇒ ¿0:3169;
(16) f(n)6 f(n− 7) + f(n− 2)⇒ ¿0:2519;
(17) f(n)6 2f(n− 7) + f(n− 3)⇒ ¿0:3008;
(18) f(n)6 3f(n− 7) + f(n− 8) + f(n− 10)⇒ ¿0:3027;
(19) f(n)6 4f(n− 7) + f(n− 9)⇒ ¿0:3166;
(20) f(n)6 f(n− 8) + f(n− 1)⇒ ¿0:3011;
(21) f(n)6 2f(n− 7) + f(n− 8) + f(n− 4)⇒ ¿0:3212:
Hence the tightest bound we can give on the worst-case time complexity of our
algorithm is O(m · 20:3212n).
Theorem 3.6. The recursive algorithm XSAT(C) has time complexity O(m · 20:3212n);
where n and m are the number of variables and clauses of C; respectively.
4. Algorithms for other problems
4.1. Algorithm for XHS in O(20:3212n)
The Exact Hitting Set (XHS) problem is de:ned as follows. Given a Boolean matrix
M with n rows and m columns, decide whether there exists a subset of the rows of
M , such that each column j in M has exactly one row i such that Mij = 1.
In this section we provide a simple reduction from XHS to XSAT. An instance M
of the XHS problem as de:ned above can be reduced to an instance C of the XSAT
problem as follows. For each row i, 16 i 6 n, a variable xi is de:ned, and for each
column j, a clause Cj is built containing all variables xi such that Mij =1.
Let us now prove that the above reduction solves the XHS problem in the same time
complexity of XSAT. The number of variables and clauses in the XSAT instance built
is the same as the number of rows and columns in the matrix of the given XHS matrix,
respectively. It is straightforward to verify that XHS(M)=True iD XSAT (C)=True.
Furthermore, if XHS(M)=True then the requested subset of the rows of M is obtained
as follows. For each row i of M , i is in the subset if the variable xi is true under the
resulting truth assignment of C.
Theorem 4.1. There exists a recursive algorithm of O(m·20:3212n) time and polynomial
space complexity for the XHS problem; where n and m are the number of rows and
columns of the given matrix; respectively.
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, XSAT may be solved in O(m · 20:3212n) time and polynomial
space complexity. Thus using the above reduction, the XHS problem is solved in the
same complexities as well.
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4.2. Algorithm for 3DM in O(20:276n)
The 3-Dimensional Matching (3DM) problem is de:ned as follows. Given three
disjoint sets W , X and Y such that |W |= |X |= |Y |= q and a set M ⊆W ×X ×Y
(|M |= n), decide whether there exists a subset M ′⊆M , such that |M ′|= q and every
two tuples (w; x; y); (w′; x′; y′)∈M ′ are disjoint, i.e., w =w′, x = x′ and y =y′.
We now present a simple reduction from 3DM to MIS. An instance of the 3DM
problem can be reduced to an instance of the MIS problem as follows. For each tuple
(w; x; y)∈M , de:ne a vertex in the graph G of the MIS instance. An edge between the
two vertices corresponding to the two tuples (w; x; y) and (w′; x′; y′) exists if w =w′,
x = x′ and y =y′.
Next let us show that the above reduction solves the 3DM problem in the same
time complexity of MIS. The number of vertices in the graph G built is the same
as the number of tuples in M of the given 3DM instance. It is easy to check that
3DM (M)=True iD MIS(G)=True. Furthermore, if 3DM (G)=True then the solution
subset M ′ of M can be obtained by taking the tuples of the vertices in the resulting
MIS.
Lemma 4.2. For an instance (W;X; Y; q) of 3DM; and a graph G built by the above
reduction from 3DM to MIS; the 3DM instance has a 3-dimensional matching i=
the MIS graph has a maximal independent set.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a recursive algorithm of time and space complexity
O(20:276n); as well as a recursive algorithm of time complexity O(20:296n) and poly-
nomial space for 3DM .
Proof. By [7] there exists a recursive algorithm of time and space complexity
O(20:276n), and a recursive algorithm of time complexity O(20:296n) and polynomial
space for MIS. Thus using the above reduction, the 3DM problem is solved in the
same complexities as well.
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